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A Comparative Study of Optimization Algorithms for Global Path Planning of Mobile Robots

Mustafa Yusuf YILDIRIM¹, Rüştü AKAY¹

Abstract

It is an essential issue for mobile robots to reach the target points with optimum cost which can be minimum duration or minimum fuel, depending on the problem. In this paper, it was aimed to develop a software for the optimal path planning of mobile robots in user-defined two-dimensional environments with static obstacles and to analyze the performance of some optimization algorithms for this problem using this software. The developed software is designed to create obstacles of different shapes and sizes in the work area and to find the shortest path for the robot using the selected optimization algorithm. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) were implemented in the software. These algorithms have been tested for optimum path planning in four models with different problem sizes and different difficulty levels. When the results are evaluated, it is observed that the ABC algorithm gives better results than other algorithms in terms of the shortest distance. With this study, the use of optimization algorithms in real-time path planning of land mobile robots or unmanned aerial vehicles can be simulated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Path planning is performed for a mobile robot to determine the path it needs to track in order to reach its destination in an environment. With a successful planning system, mobile robots can access the desired point without any intervention. The primary purpose of optimization-based path planning for mobile robots is to find away from the start point to the target point without colliding any obstacles. Quality of the path affects all planning and the planned path should be feasible in terms of time and distance [1, 3-5].

In order for mobile robots to be used more efficiently, the distance between the start and target points must be covered in the shortest time and with the least cost without colliding the obstacles. For this purpose, many path planning algorithms have been developed for these robots [2]. Mobile robots reach the desired point most effectively with these algorithms [5].
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Some studies on the path planning for mobile robots in the literature can be explained as follows: Wang et al. firstly found the shortest path with the A Star algorithm and when they detected obstacles on this path, they reached the nearest safe point and optimized the path again with the PSO algorithm. [1]. Buniyamin et al. used an improved version of the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm for path planning [4]. Alajlan et al. used GA to solve the path planning problems in large-scale grid maps. [5]. Ajeil et al. used a hybridized PSO - Modified Frequency Bat algorithm for mobile robots in both static and dynamic conditions, minimizing the distance and fulfilling the path smoothness criteria. They also identified possible points that will be produced by a new Local Search algorithm integrated into this algorithm and converted into feasible solutions. [6]. Wang et al. developed a Multi-Objective PSO algorithm for path planning on rough terrain. They found that the proposed algorithm provides an advantage in obtaining Pareto optimal solutions. [7]. Zhang et al. developed a hybrid algorithm including Deep Learning, Ray Tracing, Waiting Rule, and Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree algorithms in known indoor environments. They compared the proposed algorithm with traditional and some intelligent algorithms in static and dynamic environments and proved their applicability. [8]. Dewang et al. developed the Adaptive PSO algorithm for the global path planning of mobile robots in environments with static obstacles. With this algorithm, the robot has reached the target point in a shorter time than the traditional PSO algorithm. [9]. Low et al. improved the performance of the Q-learning algorithm using the Flower Pollination algorithm because of the slow convergence rate of the Q-learning algorithm in the global path planning of mobile robots. With the proposed algorithm, the convergence of the Q-learning algorithm has been accelerated. [10]. Patle et al. developed The Matrix-Binary Codes based Genetic Algorithm for path planning of mobile robots in both static and dynamic conditions. They found that the proposed control mechanism is optimal in terms of path and time compared to other navigation controls. [11]. Das et al. developed a version of the PSO algorithm used with evolutionary operators for path planning of multi-robot systems in known and complex environments. They have observed that the proposed algorithm performs better compared to other algorithms. [12]. Saeed et al. developed the Boundary Node Method for global path planning of mobile robots in static environments, and they found that the proposed method produced better results compared with other methods. [13]. Nazarahari et al. developed Artificial Potential Field and Enhanced GA algorithms for path planning of multi-robot systems. They used the first to identify all suitable paths, and the second to find the optimum path. They observed that the developed algorithm system performs better compared to other algorithms. [14]. Saraswathi et al. developed a hybrid version of the Cuckoo-Search and Bat Algorithm algorithms for the global path planning of mobile robots. They used the proposed algorithm in the conditions that environmental factors are unknown and found that the proposed algorithm takes less time to reach the target point than other algorithms. [15]. Rosas et al. developed a membrane evolutionary artificial potential field for global path planning problem in both static and dynamic environments. They observed that the proposed approach performed better compared to other methods. [16]. Bayat et al. developed the Electrostatic potential field approach for the global path planning of mobile robots. They tested the proposed approach in static and dynamic environments and proved its applicability. [17]. Qu et al. developed a grey wolf optimizer algorithm with reinforcement learning for path planning. The proposed algorithm has been proven to be successful in complex environments. [18]. Patle et al. used the Firefly Algorithm for mobile robot navigation in environments where environmental conditions change. They found that the proposed study produced better results compared to other intelligent navigation approaches. [19]. Song et al. used the Compact Cuckoo Search algorithm for the 3D path planning, and proposed a new Parallel Communication Strategy. The proposed method produced better results compared to other algorithms. [20]. Elhoseny et al. developed a Bézier curve based approach that uses Modified Genetic Algorithm for global path planning in
dynamic environments. The proposed approach is efficient method regarding the energy consumption of the robot in harsh environments. [21]. Patle et al. increased the performance of the Fuzzy Logic algorithm alone using the Probability and Fuzzy Logic algorithm for robot navigation. They found that this study produced better results compared to other navigation approaches. [22]. Goel et al. used the Glow-worm Swarm Optimization algorithm for 3D path planning. The proposed method has provided high convergence speed and accuracy compared to other heuristic algorithms. [23]. Li et al. developed a navigation system with a sensor network using a novel Artificial Potential Field algorithm. This method is used in environments with dynamic conditions. The tests and simulations proved the accuracy of this system. [24].

Unlike the studies in the literature, in this paper, a MATLAB-based generalizable simulation interface where different optimization algorithms are applied for global path planning has been designed and the performances of these optimization algorithms are evaluated in terms of shortest path and algorithm running time. This software will contribute to the literature by guiding in simulating a desired environment in which a robot moves, determining the best performed optimization algorithm and the optimum path for real-time applications. In addition, this interface is designed not only for the optimization algorithms used in this paper, but also to be easily integrated for other methods used for path planning in the literature.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: In the second section, the optimization algorithms used in this paper are briefly explained. In the third chapter, material and method are presented, and the fourth section shows the results of the simulation. The fifth part is dedicated the conclusion.

2. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

2.1. Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a swarm-based optimization algorithm developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [25]. This algorithm was developed inspired by the social behaviours of birds and fishes. The algorithm is often used for numerical problems. The basic steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The basic steps of the PSO algorithm

1: Initialize the control parameters of algorithm
2: Generate initial positions and velocities of particles
3: While (stopping criteria not met)
4: Evaluate fitness values
5: Determine the current best position for all particles
6: Update the global best position
7: Update the velocity and position of all particles
8: End while
9: Return the best solution

In this algorithm, the initial positions of the particles are generated randomly. Generally, the initial velocities of the particles are zero. The fitness values of the randomly generated positions are calculated using the objective function. The best position of each particle so far (x_{best,i}) and the best position of the population (g_{best}) are determined by their fitness values.

Using these positions, the velocities of the particles are updated. Equation 1 shows the velocity update equation.

\[ v_i(t + 1) = v_i(t) + r_1 \cdot c_1 \cdot (x_{best,i} - x_i(t)) + r_2 \cdot c_2 \cdot (g_{best} - x_i(t)); \quad i = 1, ..., P \] (1)

where \( v_i(t + 1) \) is the current velocity of the particle \( i \), \( v_i(t) \) is the old velocity of the particle \( i \), \( x_i(t) \) is the old position of the particle \( i \), \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers generated between \((0, 1)\), \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are learning coefficients, \( P \) is the number of particles (size of the population). Positions of the particles are updated using this updated velocity. Equation 2 shows the position update equation.

\[ x_i(t + 1) = x_i(t) + v_i(t + 1) \] (2)

where \( x_i(t + 1) \) the current position of the particle \( i \). The best solution is stored in memory after velocity and position update, and the iterative
process continues until the stop criterion is met [26].

2.2. Artificial Bee Colony

Artificial bee colony algorithm is a swarm-based optimization algorithm developed by Karaboga in 2005 [25]. This algorithm has been developed by modeling bees’ foraging behaviors. The basic steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2. In this algorithm, initial food sources are generated randomly using Equation 3.

Algorithm 2 The basic steps of the ABC algorithm [25]

1: Initialize the control parameters of algorithm
2: Generate initial population
3: While (stopping criteria not met)
4: Apply employee bee phase to generate new food sources
5: Calculation of probabilities according to the information from the employee bees.
6: Apply onlooker bee phase to generate new food sources
7: Abandonment of consumed resources and generating scout bees (scout bees phase)
8: End while
9: Return the best solution

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{ij} &= x_{ij}^{\text{min}} + \text{rand}(0,1) \cdot (x_{ij}^{\text{max}} - x_{ij}^{\text{min}}); \\
    i &= 1, ..., \text{SN}; j &= 1, ..., \text{D}
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

where is food source, SN is food source number, D is number of parameters to be optimized, \(x_{ij}^{\text{min}}\) is the lower limit of the parameter j and \(x_{ij}^{\text{max}}\) is the upper limit of the parameter j. Employed bees are dispatched to food sources. It determines the new food source adjacent to the source it works and evaluates its quality. The equations used at this stage are shown in Equations 4, 5 and 6.

\[
    v_{ij} = x_{ij} + \varphi_{ij} \cdot (x_{ij} - x_{kj}); k = 1, ..., \text{SN}
\]  

(4)

where \(v_{ij}\) is a new food source, \(\varphi_{ij}\) is a random number generated between [-1, 1], \(x_{kj}\) is the food source randomly selected for the parameter j and \(\text{fit}_i\) is fitness value of the source \(v_{ij}\). The greedy selection process is applied according to this fitness value. If the new solution is better, replaces the old solution with this new solution. Otherwise, a counter is generated for the old solution, and this counter increases by one. By using fitness values, probabilities to be used by the onlookers in the selection are calculated as in Equation 7.

\[
    p_i = \frac{\text{fit}_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{SN}} \text{fit}_j}
\]  

(7)

where \(p_i\) is the probability of selecting the source \(i\). By using these values, a random number is generated in the range of [0, 1] according to the roulette wheel, and if the value \(p_i\) is greater than this random number, the scouts produce a new solution using Equation 4. If this new solution is better, replaces with the old solution with this new solution and the counter generated for the old solution is reset. Otherwise, the counter increases by one. At the end of the iteration, the counters are checked. The resources which their counters are above a certain threshold (limit) are abandoned, and a new food source is searched. The best solution is stored in memory, and the iterative process continues until the stop criterion is met [25].

2.3. Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm based on natural selection and genetic laws developed by Holland in 1975 [25]. The basic steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, the initial population is generated randomly and then, the fitness values of these solutions are calculated. The probability of survival of solutions is calculated based on their fitness values. By generating a random number, it is determined which solutions will survive. This process is called selection stage.

Parents are randomly selected from surviving solutions for crossover. A random number is generated, and if this number is smaller than the
crossover rate, the relevant parents are crossed to find new solutions. The crossover rate is usually chosen from 0.6 to 1. After crossover, each solution is subjected to mutation. Another random number is generated and if this number is smaller than the mutation rate, some bits of the relevant solution will change. The mutation rate is usually chosen from 0.001 to 0.1. The best solution is stored in memory, and the iterative process continues until the stop criterion is met [27].

Algorithm 3 The basic steps of the GA [25]
1: Initialize the control parameters of algorithm
2: Generate initial population
3: While (stopping criteria not met)
4: Calculation of fitness values
5: Selection Stage
6: Crossover Stage
7: Mutation Stage
8: End while
9: Return the best solution

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

3.1. Simulation Software

The simulation software was designed through the MATLAB GUI. The software shown in Figure 1 includes environment screen, convergence screen, model creation interface, model and algorithm selections, path planning parameters, and control parameters of algorithms.

On the environment screen, start and target points of the mobile robot, obstacles and planned optimum paths are shown. The environment screen has an area of 100 m². The convergence screen shows the convergence graph of the algorithm used at the end of each global path planning. This graph represents the shortest distance in meters. In the model creation interface, obstacles are created in the form of circles, squares, and equilateral triangles. Obstacles create using the mouse left click. In this paper, the radius of the circle, an edge length of the square and triangle are defined as sizes, and the size of each shape can be selected with a step length of 0.1 meters between [0.2, 2] meters. In path planning parameters, the start and target points of the robot and the number of parameters can be determined. In control parameters of algorithms, population size and the maximum number of iterations can be determined. Also, learning coefficients for PSO, the limit for ABC, crossover and mutation rates for GA can be used as inputs. In the selection of the model, there are four different models. When one of these models is selected, it is displayed on the environment screen. In the algorithm selection, one of GA [27], PSO [28] and ABC [29] algorithms is selected. The RUN button is used to run the path planning optimization, and the RESET button is used to initialize the system.

3.2. Problem Formulation

The optimum path of the mobile robot is planned with cubic spline interpolation in this paper. Some points are required for this purpose. The number of these points is expressed as the number of parameters (d). The solution is determined as the coordinates of these points. In each iteration, these points are transferred to an array with start and target points. This array is interpolated using the cubic spline function and q query points. The interpolated path contains n points and these points are expressed as \( P_i \).
The objective function used in the paper is composed of two parts. The first calculates the length of the path, and the second calculates the feasible distance between the robot and obstacles. The objective function to be optimized is shown in Equation 8.

$$\min \ F(P_i, O_j) = L(P_i) \cdot [1 + \beta \cdot V(P_i, O_j)]; \ i = 1, ..., q; \ j = 1, ..., o$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $O_j$ is the location of obstacles, $L(P_i)$ is path length function, $\beta$ is obstacle violation factor, $V(P_i, O_j)$ is violation function, $o$ is the number of obstacles. Violation function is required to calculate the feasible distance between the robot and obstacles. The path length function is shown in Equation 9, and the violation function in Equation 10.

$$\begin{align*}
L(P_i) &= \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sqrt{(P_{ix} - P_{(i+1)x})^2 + (P_{iy} - P_{(i+1)y})^2} \\
V(P_i, O_j) &= \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max \left(1 - \frac{(P_{ix} - O_{jx})^2 + (P_{iy} - O_{jy})^2}{a_j}\right) \\
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9) (10)

where $a_j$ is the radius if the obstacle $j$ is circle, half the length of the diagonal if the obstacle $j$ is square, and the height if the obstacle $j$ is triangle.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The simulation software was developed using the MATLAB 2019a programming language and was run in a computer of the Windows 10 operating system with an INTEL CORE i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM. In the software, the start point is symbolized by a square mark and the target point by a star mark. The shortest distance without obstacle is 14.142 meters. Limit values of the problem are determined as [0.5 9.5] for $x$ and $y$. The obstacle violation factor $\beta$ is 100, the query point for the cubic spline interpolation $q$ is 100. In the ABC algorithm, the counter limit value changes according to population size and the number of parameters. In the GA algorithm, the selection process is carried out by the roulette wheel method, and the crossing process is performed by the one-point crossing method. The mutation process is carried out by the value coding method. Random numbers $r_1$ and $r_2$ in PSO algorithm, random number $\phi_{i,j}$ in ABC algorithm, random numbers used for selection/crossover/mutation operations in the GA algorithm are generated differently in each iteration.

PSO, ABC and GA optimization algorithms have been applied in four different models in the software. The number of parameters was...
determined as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. Algorithms for each model and number of parameters were run with 30 runs. Control parameters of algorithms are shown in Table 1, the models in the software in Figure 2, parameters of obstacles in Table 2, the sample convergence graphs for each model and number of parameters in Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6, average shortest distances, average CPU times and success rates in problem solving (path planning with obstacle avoidance) in Table 3.

Table 1
Control parameters of algorithms [25, 27, 31]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Parameters</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Iteration</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Size (npop)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1 / c_2$</td>
<td>2 / 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter limit Value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(0.5).(npop).(d)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover / Mutation Rates</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.98 / 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the results, the fastest running algorithm was determined as GA according to the CPU times in Table 3. When the shortest distance values in the same table are examined, the ABC algorithm has shown the best performance in all models. Considering the convergence graphics of all models, although the convergences of the algorithms are close to each other in all models, it can be said that the ABC algorithm converges slightly faster than the other algorithms examined in this study for the best number of parameters calculated. When the success rates of problem solving are evaluated, the ABC algorithm has also performed best. However, it can be said that the problem solving ability of algorithms is weakened as the environment models become more difficult. Difficulty in problems causes algorithms to plan paths by ignoring obstacles.

When the success rate in Table 3 is examined, it is seen that the algorithms cannot solve the problem in some of 30 runs in difficult models. Besides, it is seen that the number of parameters in difficult models is effective in the success rate of problem solutions. In easy models such as Model 1, 2 and 3, the optimum number of parameters is 2, while in Model 4, which is a difficult model, the optimum number of parameters is 3. Apart from this, it is observed that the path with the shortest distance cannot be planned in cases where the number of parameters is higher. The sample paths found by the algorithms using the optimum number of parameters are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 3 The sample convergence graphs for Model 1

Figure 4 The sample convergence graphs for Model 2

Figure 5 The sample convergence graphs for Model 3

Figure 6 The sample convergence graphs for Model
Table 3
Average shortest distances, average CPU times and success rates in problem solving for each model and number of parameters (These results are average of 30 runs.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d</th>
<th>Alg.</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shortest Distance (m)</td>
<td>CPU Times (s)</td>
<td>Success Rate</td>
<td>Shortest Distance (m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7 The sample paths found by the algorithms using the optimum number of parameters:
(a) Model 1, (b) Model 2, (c) Model 3, (d) Model 4

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a software was developed for path planning of mobile robots in static environments, and the performances of different optimization algorithms were evaluated. Four model of different difficulty levels were used for the evaluation. As a result, while the fastest running algorithm is GA, the best performing algorithm is ABC. However, increasing the problem size (number of parameters in path planning) and making the models more difficult caused deterioration in problem solving abilities of these algorithms.

In future works, global paths can be planned for multi-robots in static environments, different approaches can be proposed to improve the performance of the algorithms, or global paths can be planned for single and multi-robots in the environments including static and dynamic obstacles.
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